
The kiln can be hired to fire independent potters work. By appointment only, sign up via the website.
Minimum 1 week notice, 2 weeks during busy time (holidays)
Appointment time is for drop off during studio hours. You will be met by the tech who will load
and fire your pieces. Please have pieces organized in boxes, bins etc.
  This service is available to emerging potters who are creating at home but have yet to purchase
their own kiln. 
This service is subject to availability and not to be used by full commercial operations*.
The kiln is ONLY loaded by the in house pottery technician.
FDAC cannot guarantee work and the service is used with an expected level of risk associated with 
the pottery process.
Timelines cannot be guaranteed and should be booked in advance especially during peak times 
such as late fall for the holiday season.
 Any pieces that exceed the space limit paid for will not be put in the kiln unless discussed with the 
tech who will invoice for extra space used. 
If there is a priority to which pieces you would like fired first that must be communicated to the tech.
If the entire kiln is paid for but the amount of pieces do not completely fill the kiln then the
remaining space will be filled by other works and there could be a slight delay. No refund is available.
Potters must provide proof of Cone 6 clay and glazes.
If significant damage is done to the kiln the potter may be liable.

 

Items over 8” may be subject to a surcharge on self rental.

If you don’t fit into any of the outlined options please come to us and we can discuss your needs 
and customise as appropriate.

Full Kiln
Glaze $125
Bisque $75

Shelf
Glaze $25

   Bisque $15

Half Shelf
Glaze $12.50
Bisque $7.50

Clay used in the studio MUST be purchased through theartsstation.com.
Members clay will be placed in the individuals locker. Please allow 2 business days for
this transaction. 
For drop in appointments clay will be ready on the drop in self labelled with your name.
Buff, speckled, red and white clay are available for purchase. 
A package of clay costs $30.00, which includes the cost of cone 6 firing and the use of studio
cone 6 glazes. 
Clay originating outside the studio is not permitted unless hiring the kiln and then proof of clay 
purchase is required.  
Glazes are only available if you purchased clay though the studio.

Kiln Hire Costs

Clay


